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AN ANGELIC MYSTIC FOR THE MODERN AGE
Rev. Stephanie Lodge is a licensed minister and
practitioner of Metaphysics, as well as an author,
transformational speaker, conscious media advisor and
Angelic medium and mysteries expert, who specializes
in soul empowerment and living light alchemy. As an
Angelic Mystic, she shares the wisdom she receives
directly from Source as presented through the
collective frequencies of light intelligence she calls the
Angelic Light Streams. She began her journey of
awakening through the guidance of this entourage of
Archangelic light beings. Today she refers to herself as
a channel of living light, or a Sovereign Light
Alchemist. She defines Angels as “Living Light”,
instead of simply messengers, since this light has
limitless potential in function, purpose and intention.
Especially when it transforms into sound vibration
and magnetic energy.
She has appeared on several radio programs and
advises on conscious media and entertainment
through her management group, ZENPIRE Media. When she first stepped out of the “spiritual
closet”, she hosted two online radio series. Angels in the Buff featured interviews with some of the
leading authorities on spirituality and personal transformation; while Awaken Angels gave advice from
the “angel angle” to listeners from around the world. Currently, Stephanie enjoys bringing her
heart-centered sacred alchemy to private gatherings, classes and workshops, most recently guiding
light during a crystal bowl sound bath working with Lucy the Ancient Angelic Crystal Skull. She
continues her spiritual transmissions and teachings through private client programs and online
series, as well as her work as “The Hug Angel” Ambassador for the Hug Alliance collaborative. All
information on how to connect or work with her is available through StephanieLodge.com.
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AS A MYSTIC
Stephanie considers herself a Living Light Stream or “channel” for Source. But, it wasn’t an easy
journey to embrace that. As she elevated through different frequencies of vibration, her body had
many episodes of severe pain as it adjusted and recalibrated to make room for more photons within
her human vessel. It was a process that spanned over 11 years, revealing those areas within her
system that blocked her from her true potential. In time, she released them with various light
transmissions that she continued to invite into her body and field. She now is able to amplify these
light streams into spoken word transmissions that facilitate transformation for her private clients and
large groups equally. Her ability in creating sacred energetic fields of various Light Streams and the
Angelic presence allows others to experience viscerally the sacred forces that surround us. However,
her eternal message is that we all are fully capable of self-healing by aligning with our divine light as
the ancients knew, and she believes true modern healers are those who empower others to heal self.

AS A TRANSFORMATIONAL TEACHER
Stephanie’s “science of spirit” approach focuses on elevating our understanding of Angels as
energies of light and sound intelligence that design the architecture of all existence, including us. In
her opinion, we are all photonic beings of light giving off phononic transmissions of sound
vibration. She teaches that our consciousness, our heart’s magnetic field and our sound vibration
literally weave a pattern of projection that births our personal reality into existence.
Many of those who are awakening in consciousness have a desire to be of service to humanity at
their core, making them slightly more aligned to a living lightness of being or “Angelic” purpose. It
is simply a matter of time for all of humanity to step into their true sovereign service by “awakening
their angel within” as Stephanie explains often. That said, she is less about empowering beings
outside of us to help us, which are often organized into hierarchies and personalities. Instead, she
teaches us how to align to our multidimensional aspects of empowerment, where we are fully
capable of activating our Archangelic templates of safety, health, love and other archetypal virtues
within.

AS AN AUTHOR AND CONSCIOUS MEDIA EXPERT
Stephanie Lodge grew up in Los Angeles as a fourth generation Angeleno, and was an energetically
sensitive child. As a creative writer raised by two entertainment industry parents, she naturally
gravitated to the same industry and majored in Radio, Television and Film in college. Stephanie
self-published her first book, Soul Scars: Rising Phoenix, in 2013, which chronicles her evolution as
a spiritual channel through a collection of poetry. She is a licensed practitioner and minister of
Metaphysics, holding a BA through the University of Sedona. She’s currently working towards a
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Masters in Metaphysical Science and a Doctorate in Philosophy. She is also a licensed Reiki
practitioner, though she expanded her energy work and pioneered her own light healing process she
calls Halonetix. Her next book projects include her autobiography, Crown of Angels and a
transformational guide book, Sovereign Light. She also looks forward to creating her first multimedia
program for yoga enthusiasts, Photonic Yoga - a living light and sound streamed practice that utilizes
breathwork, intentional declarations, and an Angelic Mantra meditation to unify, amplify and ignite
our various light fields.
Her corporate background is extremely varied with experience in film and television, public
relations, advertising, technology, private jet sales, hedge funds and marketing. All her experience
has prepared her as a unique empowerment coach to a wide variety of clients from all areas of
influence. In 2013 Stephanie finally stepped into her true calling as an Angelic Light Stream,
Intuitive Empowerment Coach and Conscious Media Advisor. Through her company, ZENPIRE
Media, she applies her intuitive gifts to helping cultural creative experts in understanding how they
influence the collective consciousness through the media they create. Her passion is working with
major influencers of media and entertainment, understanding that they have the highest influence on
shifting mass consciousness worldwide. She is currently launching a speaking platform, ZENtalks, to
bring those influencers together in powerful conversation to inspire conscious change and awakened
activism.

STEPHANIE’S AVAILABLE BOOK
Soul Scars: Rising Phoenix is now available on Amazon.com and
BarnesandNoble.com and additional online booksellers for $16.95USD.

AUTHOR SELF-PROMOTION
Stephanie Lodge is unique in that she has her own conscious media group,
ZENPIRE MEDIA. With a background in marketing and public relations,
she also works as an intuitive consultant to leading metaphysical and
conscious organizations, such as the legendary Bodhi Tree bookstore and
Inspired Parenting Magazine, both in Los Angeles. Through her email list, Twitter and Instagram
feeds and a collective of Facebook pages, she’s capable of working extensively to promote any of
her proposed books, events and programs as well as those of her clients and partners. Stephanie
created her online portal StephanieLodge.com (www.stephanielodge.com) as a blog and ecommerce
platform. She also owns AngelicAcademy.com as a proposed member educational site. She is always
developing strategic partnerships locally in Los Angeles and is open to all mass media and
e-promotional strategies.
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THE GLOW
❖ “As a life-long Light Worker, I can say that Stephanie Lodge is the real deal. Her work with
Angelic Light streaming is powerful and transformative. She is truly connected to Divine
intelligence and is able to, not only direct powerful transmissions for spiritual healing, she is
also immensely articulate and thus able to convey often times complex and esoteric
transmissions so that they are easily accessible to her students. I love attending her Diamond
Light Stream meditations. I always leave with some bright new perspective and a shift in my
inner consciousness.”
Barbara Wilder, Spiritual Healer & Author of Money is Love and Embracing Your
Power Woman
❖ “When experiencing Stephanie's Diamond Light Magnetics process for the first time, I
placed a camera crew and myself with a full and happy cast within what she calls my
"Diamond Heart." Within one week I was booked for 3 days on a new sitcom. It had been
over 2 years since I had booked a network show. It was so clear to me that it came directly
from her unique guided meditation. I was ecstatic and the work and people I worked with all
made the experience like heaven on earth for me. It was like the best party I was ever invited
to, and I created it! I am so grateful for learning this powerful process.”
Rev. Nancy B. Berggren, Minister & Author of Life is a Game...and You Can Play It
❖ “I consider Stephanie a colleague, but more importantly a friend. Her warmth, genuine
personality and ability to utilize the information she gets not only from the angels, but other
wise beings can be life changing. I would highly recommend anyone to have a session with
Stephanie.”
Chris Alexandria, Transformation Coach and Creator of Angel Chatter
❖ “Stephanie, as my main spiritual advisor, has been an integral part of my spiritual path. She is
a constant support system to help me get my life’s journey back on track. She helps to
educate me on how to understand daily roadblocks and belief systems. She helps me to
strengthen the belief that I can listen to my own inner voice for direction so I don’t rely on
someone else to do it for me. This I believe is a definite sign of a true lightworker. I highly
recommend Stephanie’s vision and light to guide you on your path to spiritual self-mastery.”
Roma Goddard, Celebrity Stylist
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APPEARANCE HIGHLIGHTS
❖ Spiritual Unity Movement, “Diamond Heart Alchemy: Igniting the Sacred Angelic Light
Codes Within”: CLICK HERE
❖ Awakening Code Radio: CLICK HERE
❖ Maureen Allan’s Spiritual Enlightenment Radio show (Voice America)
❖ Sunny Chayes “Singin’ In the Rain” Radio show (UBN)

PAST PRODUCTIONS
❖ “Angelic Alchemy” Panel – 2013 at Conscious Life Expo, LAX Hilton, Los Angeles, CA.
(Panel producer and panelist) Featured Charles Virtue
❖ Q&Angels: “Talking to the Angels: Answers for Humanity” – February 8th 2014 at the
Conscious Life Expo, LAX Hilton, Los Angeles, CA. (Panel producer and panelist)
❖ “Healing Heartache and Releasing Grief with the Angels” – Angelic Academy Workshop
with Stephanie Lodge and Camille Michaels, Angelic Healers and Intuitives.
❖ “Shamanic Healing with the Angels” - Angelic Academy Workshop with Stephanie Lodge
and Shaman Harry Paul

RADIO/VIDEO SEGMENT SUGGESTION
POTENTIAL TITLE: “The Power of Angelic Science”
TITLE DESCRIPTION
If the concept of Angels with wings and halos is too ‘out there’ or just ‘out of reach’ for you, then
Stephanie Lodge is the perfect bridge to seeing them in a whole new light. As an intuitive medium
and healer, Stephanie has come to understand Angels in her own unique way, which is more of a
spiritual technology or science that anyone can benefit from. Stephanie will explain how she came
to ‘know’ the Sovereign Angelic Light Stream as a field of intelligence that is interactive, supportive
and at times even entertaining. Join us as we journey into this stream with Stephanie as our guide,
giving us tips and techniques to find true inner peace through the power and healing of Angelic
light and frequency.
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POSSIBLE TALKING POINTS

❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Sovereign Light Alchemy and Angelic Arts & Sciences
The Hug Angel and Heart Connection
Angels as a Spiritual Technology
Diamond Light Magnetics
Harmonic Alignment Lightbody Optimization or HALO as Transformational Process

FIND AND FOLLOW STEPHANIE
WEBSITES:
STEPHANIELODGE.COM
THEHUGANGEL.COM

|

ZENPIREMEDIA.COM

|

ZENTALKS.TV

|

SOCIAL MEDIA: FACEBOOK | TWITTER as Stephanie Lodge | TWITTER as Angelic Light
Stream | INSTAGRAM FACEBOOK GROUP: Awakened Angels |

CONTACT INFORMATION
Contact Lisa Sadowski through ZENPIRE at info@zenpiremedia.com for all inquiries.

PHOTOS
Download High-Res Headshot H
 ERE
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